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Evonik’s North America Supply Chain focuses on Customer Commitment 

In a World of Challenging Feed Demands, Evonik provides a secure Supply of Amino Acids worldwide. In 

the North America Region, the Evonik Production Plants in Theodore, AL, and Blair, NE, provide all 

Locations with Product using a “Best in Class” Supply Chain.  

Complementing its amino acid products, Evonik is renowned for its quality production and value services. Evonik 

continually improves its outstanding reputation by committing to supply security, knowledgeable customer service and 

providing technical solutions for our customers. 

In any consideration of choosing a vendor for critical supply, security is high on the list. The new Food Safety 

Modernization Act (FSMA) requirements guide us and provide opportunities to further enhance an already strong supply 

chain. Evonik has been proactive in training employees for the FSMA requirements and ensuring each aspect of its food 

safety and supply chain program is fully achieved. 

Under the Federal Drug Administration’s Good Manufacturing Practice (FDA GMP), receiving facilities must establish 

and implement a supply-chain control pro- gram. This program is for raw and finished materials and other ingredients 

that have been identified as risks. This includes approving suppliers using criteria like (but not limited to): 
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As a subpart to these criteria, receiving facilities should also have a supply chain program that includes container seal 

requirements, documentation requirements, and cleaning/dedicated container certificates. Together, the above steps 

allow organizations to provide professional and safe supply of products. 

All of our suppliers are validated using the above criteria and more. For our finished goods, we take many steps to 

ensure safety: 

• Our products are chemically derived or fermented. They contain no animal by-products – and all the equipment 

and containers used to transport products are dedicated and are not exposed to animal byproducts. 

• The trailers and rail cars that Evonik uses for distribution of its products generally are dedicated to a specific 

Evonik product. This allows the corpo- ration to have complete control over the condition of their interiors. For 

moves that eventually do not use dedicated equipment, cleaning certificate procedures are strictly adhered to. 

(See Picture A.) Regardless of this step, Evonik still inspects every container interior with a documented 

procedure before loading. 

• Sealing containers with high-security seals is a good way to ensure Evonik’s finished products are kept safe 

and free of contaminants. (See Picture B.) Evonik seals each container with a documented process. Each 

opening, including hoses and other transfer equipment, is sealed with marked and color-coded high-security 

seals. 

All seal numbers are recorded on our bills of lading. Receivers should act responsibly by checking each seal number 

and making sure the seals are intact. Seals that show evidence of tampering should be reported to Evonik, and the 

products should not be unloaded. Once seals are removed by the receiver, a product sample should be taken from the 

top of the trailer, using proper fall protection and other Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), to ensure conformity. 

• All transfer processes are fully enclosed. (See Picture C.) Transfer equipment in contact with product is food 

grade. 

• All Evonik shipping containers are electronically traced to determine location and to ensure security during 

transit. (See Picture D.) 

• All opportunities for improvement and nonconformances are documented and followed through to complete our 

program process and ensure it is effective. 
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Picture E: Distribution network of Evonik Animal Nutrition in North America 

Evonik bulk rail cars move out loaded from the plants to rail terminals in order to ensure cost-efficient and safe long-

distance distribution. The product is then transferred to bulk trucks for fast local delivery. Packaged product is also 

moved by truckloads from the manufacturing plants to warehouses, from which the product can be easily delivered to or 

even picked up by customers. Picture E gives an overview of Evonik’s distribution network in North America. 

To provide a seamless value service to customers, Evonik uses a combination of distribution plans and equipment. 

Using rail cars and rail terminals, Evonik ensures a large supply of product close to its customer locations. Rail terminals 

allow the corporation to provide on-time delivery by avoiding long hauls of trucks during winter months and through 

congested areas. Each rail terminal is approved and monitored by Evonik and utilizes the latest transfer processes for 

fast but safe and accurate transfers. 

To accomplish this method of distribution, Evonik employs a large fleet of rail cars designed to haul a number of varied 

products. Pressure Differential (PD) covered hopper cars are used to distribute dry products, while tank cars are used to 

deliver liquid products. 

Each rail car is lined with a food-grade liner to ensure product integrity. In addi- tion, these cars employ a fully enclosed 

transfer process, thus ensuring the finished product is kept free of contaminants and moisture. 

To transport packaged products, Evonik maintains a fleet of rail boxcars that have been specially modified to ensure the 

product remains undamaged and secure. The cars have special dunnage systems inside that close against the product 

and hold it completely secure. 

Finally, all of these types of rail car are maintained in good condition by using an aggressive maintenance schedule that 

includes complete refurbishing to ensure they work when needed and to ensure they remain weather tight against the 

elements. The end result is product that arrives in perfect condition and ready to use. 
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Another important aspect to this method of distribution is the application of a fully capable fleet of drivers, tractors and 

trailers. Evonik manages this operation by administering a number of steps to safeguard premium delivery services. 

All Evonik drivers are fully trained on requirements every two years. These requirements include safety, spill prevention, 

PPE, proper paperwork, product knowledge, communication, FSMA and FDA GMP compliance, responsible care and 

specific customer requirements. Also, distribution terminals and locations maintain a dedicated fleet of trailers to enable 

prompt deliveries. The maintenance and control of these trailers are closely monitored by Evonik. Using dedicated 

trailers not only allows Evonik to control product safety and integrity but it also allows the corporation to control capacity 

issues by maintaining a sufficient amount of trailers to meet demand. 

Evonik North America distribution can also reach beyond its borders, with a fully capable export network to many 

countries on all continents. Located close to strategic ports, Evonik product can be quickly and expertly transported to 

locations around the world. This is accomplished using a dedicated team of in-house export specialists who control 

planning, booking, regulatory requirements, documentation and operations. 

One other element of Evonik’s supply chain that allows the corporation to sur- pass customer value in the region and 

around the world is the Evonik distribution team. It comprises highly experienced customer service representatives who 

are empowered and responsible to carry out diverse customer requirements and requests. 

With experience in logistics, inventory, ordering, payment, pricing, scheduling, safety, regulations and procedures, 

Evonik’s customer service team is able to add value for customers in many ways beyond the usual expectations. Evonik 

provides each customer with a dedicated customer service representative and backup representatives who are always 

available. This resource is for customers and is meant to enhance their ability to get the greatest value from Evonik’s 

products and services. 
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The content of this document is for the information and assistance of Evonik’s customers and is not applicable to products marketed or sold in the 

United States. Evonik markets its products in compliance with applicable local laws, but it is the user’s responsibility to ensure that the use of and 

any claims made for this product comply with all relevant requirements. This document may not be published in the United States without the 

express written consent of Evonik Operations GmbH. 
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animal-nutrition@evonik.com 

www.evonik.com/animal-nutrition 

 

 

This information and any recommendations, technical or otherwise, are 
presented in good faith and believed to be correct as of the date prepared. 
Recipients of this information and recommendations must make their own 
determination as to its suitability for their purposes. In no event shall Evonik 
assume liability for damages or losses of any kind or nature that result from 
the use of or reliance upon this information and recommendations. EVONIK 
EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES 
OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, AS TO THE 
ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, NON-INFRINGEMENT, 
MERCHANTABILITY AND/OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE 
(EVEN IF EVONIK IS AWARE OF SUCH PURPOSE) WITH RESPECT TO 
ANY INFORMATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS PROVIDED. Reference to 
any trade names used by other companies is neither a recommendation nor 
an endorsement of the corresponding product, and does not imply that 
similar products could not be used. Evonik reserves the right to make any 
changes to the information and/or recommendations at any time, without 
prior or subsequent notice. 
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